PRIVACY POLICY STATEMENT
The Privacy Legislation includes the protection of persons and other subjects regarding the use of
personal data.
Following art. 13 of the Law 196/2003, Traghetti delle Isole S.p.a. informs all users that visit its
website as follows: Traghetti delle Isole S.p.a. with registered office in Trapani, Via Ammiraglio
Staiti 13, VAT number 0192066816 and website www.traghettidelleisole.it, is the rightful
holder of the treatment of personal details. This Privacy Policy Statement is only valid for Traghetti
delle isole S.p.a. website www.traghettidelleisole.it and not for any other websites linked
with this website for which the company is not responsible.
You can visit our website without disclosing any personally identifiable information. Your voluntary
providing of data to our electronic post address info@traghettidelleisole.it necessarily implements
the collection and use of tour electronic post address as well as other personal data, in order to be
able to respond to your request(s).
This personal information is, therefore, used only to answer your specific inquirie(s) or required
information by authorised personal of the company working in the (registered) offices or, if this
might be the case, by persons in charge of occasional maintenance of its computer system.
The personal data will be used by automatic systems or printed on paper and kept only for the strict
time necessary to carry out the service required by you. Specific safety measures are taken to
prevent the loss of data, illegal or incorrect use and unauthorised access.
Together with the response to your email, we send you a form containing information regarding the
purpose of the treatment, the method and any other requirements in accordance with art. 13 of the
Law 196/2003.
We inform you that all individuals that have provided personal information have the right to request
at any moment the confirmation of the existence or not of this information, to know the contents
and origin, to verify the exactness and to request the completion, updating or modification.
In conformity with the said article one has the right to request the removal or transformation in
anonymous of your details or the blockage of any dates collected against the Law, as well as to
object, with right motive, against its treatment.
You may exercise your right by writing to the offices of the Titleholder.
No detail deriving from our website service will be brought into circulation.
No detail deriving from your navigation on our website will be memorised.
On our website, we neither use cookies for the transmission of personal information, nor do we
use so called “persistent” cookies of any type, that is to say systems for the tracing of the uses of
the website. With regards to the use of “session cookies”- which are not memorized in a persistent
way on the computer of the user and disappear with the closing of the browser–these are limited
exclusively to the transmission of dates of identification of the session and which are necessary for
the efficient and safe use of the website. Therefore, the “session cookies” used in our website, do
not consent the acquisition of personal details of the user.
The title holder of this treatment Traghetti delle Isole S.p.a., may be requested in writing to its
address at Via Ammiraglio Staiti 13, Trapani, a full and updated list of the persons responsible
and/or in charge of the treatment of data.
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